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The main tool used for the stabilization is the linearizacal stabilization, Lyapunov exponent, Lyapunov function tion of (1) at the singular point which is given by
z(t)
_ = A(u(t))z(t)
(2)
Abstract
Here A(u) := dxd f(x ; u) 2 Rdd and f(x; u) = A(u)x +
In this paper we apply recent results on the numerical sta- f(x;
~ u) where the estimate kf(x;
~ u)k  Cf kxk2 for some
bilization of semilinear systems to the stabilization prob- constant
C
holds
in
a
neighborhood
of x.
f
lem for nonlinear systems at singular points. Moreover, We denote
the
trajectories
of
(2)
for
the initial value
we give a new convergence proof for the resulting closed z0 by z(t; z0 ; u()).
loop system to be exponentially stable based on a suitable In this paper we rst recall the numerical stabilizaLyapunov function. This is derived from the numerical tion technique for semilinear systems presented in [6] and
approximation of the value function of a discounted opti- [7]. This construction is based on the approximate minimal control problem minimizing the Lyapunov exponents mization
of the Lyapunov exponents of (2) which is done
of the semilinear system.
via an associated discounted optimal control problem (for
more information about Lyapunov exponents in this context see e.g. [2] and [3]). Using recent results from [9]
1 Introduction
we obtain that this construction is always possible whenIn this paper we consider the problem of exponential feed- ever (2) is asymptotically null controllable by open-loop
back stabilization of nonlinear control systems with con- controls. However, due to the fact that for discounted opstrained control range at singular points, i.e. systems of timal control problems optimal feedback laws are in genthe form
eral not available (neither theoretically nor numerically),
x(t)
_ = f(x(t); u(t))
(1) we make use of a modi ed feedback concept, namely we
in Rd where x 2 Rd and f is a C 2 vector eld continuous use sampled discrete feedback laws that are based on a
in u. The control function u() may be chosen from the discrete time approximation of the given continuous time
set U := fu : R! U j u() measurableg where U  Rm is system. These kind of feedback laws nicely correspond to
compact, i.e. we have a constrained set of control values. the discretization used in the numerical scheme. In order
For each initial value x0 the trajectory of (1) will be de- to prove the exponential stability of the resulting sampled
noted by x(t; x0; u()) which we assume to exist uniquely closed loop system we make use of a di erent technique
than in [6], namely we introduce a suitable Lyapunov
for all times.
Our interest lies on the stabilization of the system at function based on the numerical approximation of the
a singular point x , i.e. a point where f(x ; u) = 0 for optimal value function.
all u 2 U. For simplicity we may assume x = 0. Such In order to conclude that this feedback law also (losingular situations do typically occur if the control enters cally) stabilizes the nonlinear system we then use this
in the parameters of an uncontrolled systems at a xed Lyapunov function. Note that this conclusion can alterpoint, for instance when the coupling parameter of cou- natively be made by a direct (but very technical) analysis
pled nonlinear oscillator is controlled, cp. the example in of the optimal control problem used in the construction;
this approach was carried out in [9].
Section 4.
Note that all results in this paper can easily be extended to the more general class of system at singular 2 Numerical stabilization of semilinear
points which was introduced in [9].
systems
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punov exponent of (2) which for every trajectory is de-

ned by

Hence we use an approximation of this integral by a
discounted
optimal control problem with small discount
rate  > 0 de ned by
(z0 ; u()) := lim sup 1t ln kz(t; z0; u()k
t!1
J R(s10 ; u()) :=
(5)
and measures the exponential growth of a trajectory. If

0 e q(s(; s0 ; u()); u())d
we de ne the in mal Lyapunov exponent for each initial
value by
Introducing the space of piecewise constant control func (z0 ) := u(inf
(z
0 ; u())
tions
)2U
and its supremum over Rd n f0g by
~ := sup
 (z0 )
d

Uh := fu : R! U j uj[ih;(i+1)h)  ui for all i 2 Zg

R

for some positive time step h = 0. we can de ne the
function
vh (s0 ) := u(inf
J (s0 ; u())
(6)
then it has been shown in [9] that asymptotic null con)2Uh
trollability of (2) is equivalent to ~ < 0.
is called the optimal value function of this disNow we de ne the concept of a discrete feedback con- which
counted
optimal control problem for u() 2 Uh .
trol for (2).
For h ! 0 and  ! 0 the convergence
De nition 1 A discrete or sampled Feedback law for
supd 1 vh (s0 ) ! ~
system (2) is given by a mapping F : Rd  K ! U and a
s0 2
time step h > 0 and is applied to (2) by
h
z(t)
_ = A(F(z(ih)))z(t); t 2 [ih; (i + 1)h) (3) holds. Furthermore v is Holder continuous, i.e.
kvh (s1 ) vh (s2 )k  C ks1 s2 k
Here the time step h > 0 is called the sampling rate of
the system.
for some 2 (0; 1], bounded and satis es Bellman's OpOne of the main advantages of this concept lies in the timality Principle
fact that existence and uniqueness of the trajectories of vh (s ) =
(3) are guaranteed even if F is discontinuous. Note that  0(Z h
)
an optimal control approach typically results in discon- inf

h
h
e q(s(; s0 ; u); u)d + e v (s(h; s0 ; u))
tinuous control laws.
u2U 0
The main disadvantage, however, using such an approach is, that in general one cannot expect asymptotic (see [9, Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 3.6] and [6, Theostability for a xed sampling rate, cp. [1]. Fortunately, rem 3.3] for the proofs of these properties).
the linearity of our system in z helps us to overcome this We will now describe a numerical approximation of this
diculty, meaning that here we can indeed obtain an problem. Here we slightly generalize the approach given
asymptotically (even exponentially) stable system using in [6], all assertions, however, follow with the same argua xed sampling rate, cp. [9].
ments as in this reference.
We now formulate the optimal control problem used in First we choose a (consistent and stable) numerical
our approach.
scheme h for the solution of ordinary di erential equaFirst a simple computation (see e.g. [2]) yields that tions satisfying
the Lyapunov exponent can be expressed as an averaged
ks(h; s0; u()) h (s0 ; u)k  "h
functional for system (2) projected to Sd 1 by s = z=kz k.
(Note that the projected system itself forms a control
system on Sd 1 given by s_(t) = h(s(t); u(t)) for some (e.g. any Runge Kutta scheme for the unprojected system
suitable function h : Sd 1  U ! T Sd 1.) Precisely we will do) and a numerical quadrature formula Ih satisfying
have
Zh
Zt
j
I
(s
;
u)
e  q(s(; s0 ; u); u)d j  "Ih
h 0
1 ln kz(t; z0 ; u())k = 1 q(s(; s ; u()); u())d (4)
0
0
t
kz0k
t 0
Then we can replace vh by v~h de ned by
T
where q(s; u) := s A(u)s and s0 = z0 =kx0k. This inte
v~h (s0 ) = uinf
I (s ; u) + e h v~h (h (s0 ; u))
(7)
gral is usually referred to as an averaged functional.
2U h 0
Minimizing (4) for t ! 1 forms an in nite horizon averaged optimal control problem, for which the construc- In order to obtain a nite dimensional problem we choose
tion of optimal feedback controls in general is an unsolved a grid covering Sd 1 (more precisely we use a suitable
problem.
parametrization of Sd 1 as described in [7]) and obtain
z0 2 nf0g

S

an approximation v~h; of v~h on . For this function we
can conclude that
 


kv~h; vh k1  C "hIh + "hh + "h
Note that this approximation on the grid can be chosen to
be Lipschitz continuous | which we will do in what follows | but in general the Lipschitz constant L tends to
in nity as " ! 0. The error " can either be estimated
for equidistant grids as in [5] or can be controlled using
an adaptive grid technique based on suitable a-posteriori
error estimates as in [8].
Thus we can conclude that for "h =h ! 0, "Ih =h !
0 and " =h ! 0 as h ! 0 also for this function the
convergence
supd 1 ~vh; (s0 ) ! ~
s0 2

S

follows for h ! 0 and  ! 0.
By the continuity of all functions involved and the compactness of U we can now de ne a function F : Sd 1 ! U
by choosing F (s0 ) := u 2 U such that the right hand side
in (7) is minimized where now we use the function v~h; .
Applying F as a discrete feedback according to De nition 1 to the projected system then yields

S

S
S

v~h;

(s0 ) 

Zh
0

e  q(s(; s0 ; u); u)d

+ e h v~h; (s(h; s0 ; u)) "num

(8)

where "num is some positive error term containing all
the numerical errors from above (see [6] for a detailled
analysis).
De ning F(x) := F (x=kxk) we obtain a discrete feedback for the unprojected system (2). In order to see that
this discrete feedback indeed stabilizes the semilinear system one can directly use the approximated optimal value
function v~h; as done in [6].
Here we will present a di erent method which will be
useful for the stability analysis of the nonlinear system in
the next section. We introduce the function w : Rd ! R+
de ned by
h;
w(x) := ev~ (x=kxk) kxk
for all x 2 Rd n f0g and w(0) := 0.

S

holds with

  sup v~h; (s) + O(h) + "num
h <0
s2 d 1

S

for  > 0, h > 0 and "num > 0 suciently small
i.e. the function w is a Lipschitz continuous discrete time
Lyapunov function for the sampled closed loop system.

Proof: (i) and (ii) are obtained by straightforward computations, (iii) is obtained by inserting (8) into the De nition of w(x).

Corollary 1 The semilinear system (2) with the discrete
feedback F is uniformly exponentially stable for  > 0,
h > 0 and "num > 0 suciently small.
Proof: From the Proposition 1 (iii) we obtain
w(zF (ih; z0))  e ih w(z0 )
where zF is the discrete Feedback controlled trajectory on
(2) with zF (0; z0) = z0 For  > 0, h > 0 and "num > 0 we
obtain  < 0 and thus an exponential decay of w along
the trajectory for t = ih, i 2 N which by Proposition 1
(ii) for some suitable constant C  0 implies
w(zF (t; z0 ))  Ce t w(z0 )
for all t > 0. Thus Proposition 1 (i) yields the assertion.
Note that a Lyapunov function w for (2) can also be
constructed directly from vh , see [10].

3 The nonlinear system
We will now return to our original system (1). We apply
the discrete feedback as constructed in the last section to
(1) via
x(t)
_ = f(x(t); F(x(ih))); for t 2 [ih; (i + 1)h)

(9)

and denote the trajectories by xF (t; x0).
In order to show that also this system is exponentially
stable one can apply the results from [9] on the robustness
Proposition 1 The function w satis es
of the h;optimal trajectories to our numerical approximav~ . However, the Lyapunov function w as con(i) There exist constants C1, C2 > 0 such that C1kxk  tion
structed
in the last section gives a considerably shorter
w(x)  C2kxk
way to obtain the desired result, as stated in the following
(ii) There exists a constant C > 0 such that for all Proposition.
x1; x2 2 Rd the inequality jw(x1) w(x2)j  C kx1
Proposition 2 For suciently small  > 0, h > 0 and
x2k holds
"num > 0 there exists a neighbourhood N(x ) of the singular point x such that the nonlinear system (9) with the
(iii) For all z0 2 Rd the inequality
discrete feedback F from the last section is locally uniformly exponentially stable in N(x).
w(z(h; z0; F(z0)))  e h w(z0 )

Proof: We may assume x = 0. Since the semilinear

Swimming Platform x1 vs. time
1

system is just the linearization of the nonlinear system
we obtain that

0.6
0.4

kx(h; x0; u) z(h; x0; u)k  Cf hkx0k2

0.2
x1

for kx0k suciently small. Thus by Proposition 1(ii) and
(iii) we obtain

Theorem 1 Consider a nonlinear system which is lo-

cally uniformly exponentially controllable to some singular point x . Then there exists a time step h > 0 and a
numerically computable discrete feedback F such that the
corresponding closed loop system (9) is locally uniformly
exponentially stable.

0
-0.2
-0.4

w(x(h; x0; u))  e h w(x0) + CCf hkx0k2:
By Proposition 1(i) we can conclude that for each 2
(0; ) there exists a > 0 such that CCf hkx0k2 
(e h e h )w(x0) for all x0 with w(x0) < . As in
the proof of Corollary 1 we can conclude exponential stability, and again by Proposition 1(i) this set of all x0 with
w(x0) < indeed forms a neighbourhood of x . This nishes the proof.
Combining this proposition with [9, Theorem 6.5] we
immediately obtain the following main theorem.
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Figure 1: x1 component of a stabilized trajectory
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